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FOREWORD 
 

Edgar Harrison MC, OBE, BEM - Royal Corps of Signals, MI6 & DWS 
 

The original sources of information referring to Edgar Harrison’s amazing Military and Diplomatic Wireless 
Service careers were initially just four very brief summaries typed by him and generously donated to this 
Archive by his widow Florence.  The complete Word format transcripts can be reviewed in his Archive 
document folder under the following titles (attributed by the Archivist): 
 
Ref 1 Brief Life Story 
Ref 2 Military Career 
Ref 3  DWS Career 
Ref 4 Working Career 
 
Ref 5 In September 2016 my attention was drawn to the comprehensive biography of Edgar’s wireless-
related military and diplomatic career created by fellow-MI6 operator Geoffrey Pidgeon.  Extracts relevant 
to Edgar’s Greek Campaign involvement are gratefully included within these Archive files.  The Archivist 
apologises for any repetition generated thereby. 
 

 
 

Geoffrey Pidgeon’s biography of Edgar’s career 
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The following is taken from a Bletchley Park SCU (Special Communications Unit) Newsletter written by 
Geoffrey Pidgeon  
 
SCU-NEWSLETTER No. 1-18 Thursday, January 25, 2018 
 

Winston Churchill and Richard Gambier-Parry’s MI6 (Section VIII). 
 
When he was abroad, Churchill’s ULTRA messages were handled by MI6 (Section VIII) and relayed to 
him via our ‘Mainline’ wireless station in the field in front of Whaddon Hall. The exception was when he 
was travelling in Royal Navy ships - for instance to meet the US President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The 
Admiralty jealously guarded their right to handle ULTRA messages arising at Bletchley Park directly - 
albeit badly handled at times.  His most frequent trips during the height of the war were in the Middle East 
where the traffic was relayed to him via our wireless station at Abbassia outside Cairo.  
 
When he was ‘In the Field’ or at Summit meetings and away from Cairo, the man responsible for handling 
his ULTRA traffic - and for Churchill’s traffic intended for London - was a senior colleague in MI6 (Section 
VIII) and later my friend - Edgar Harrison. This he did using an MI6 (Section VIII) transceiver connection to 
Abbassia - who then handled the traffic to and fro to London.  
 
Edgar had joined the Royal Corps of Signals as a boy soldier in 1928 only 14 years old. He left home in 
South Wales to go to Catterick Army Barracks in North Yorkshire in his school short trousers and boots 
with only five shillings (£0.25 today) in his pocket. I told Edgar’s remarkable story in an earlier book based 
on his notes and recorded conversations with him. I am now rewriting the book - using more material 
about Winston Churchill. who then handled the traffic to and fro to London.  
 
 

                   
 

Edgar Harrison Edgar addressing the (MI6 (Section VIII)  
 Veterans of the 1941 evacuation from 

Kalamata  
 


